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CLARENCE DOWSLEY PLAINTIFF. APPELLANT Oct 11 12

Dec 23

AND

BRITISH CANADIAN TRUST COM-
RESPONDENT

PANY DEFENDANT

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ALBERTA

ContractConstructionClaim under agreement to possession and con
trol of theatre propertyClaimant suing his assignors trustee in bank

ruptcy for damages for di.spossession by trusteeNature purpose and

effect of the agreement and extent of claimants rights and security

thereunderBankruptcy Act RJS.C 1927 11 ss 64 54 Change

of possession of chattels Bills of Sale Act Alto 1929 12

Appellant claiming that he was entitled to possession and control of

theatre property under an agreement with and that respond

ent to whom had made an assignment under the Bankruptcy

Act had wrongfully dispossessed him sued respondent for damages

Held affirming Crocket dissenting the judgment of the Appellate

Division Alta 26 Alta L.R 393 On construction of the agreement

appellants personal interest in the equitable interest assigned by the

agreement to him was at most to hold it as his security for the 5%

of the gross receipts which he was to receive for his wages as man

PRESENP Rinfret Lamont Smith Cannon and Crocket JJ

576263
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1932 ager His contract for services as manager ended with the assign

ment in bankruptcy He would have no right to retain possession of
OWSLEY

the property to enforce contract for personal services Stocker

BBFrIsR Brockelbank L.J Ch 401 Frith Frith A.C 254 his

ANADAN
only remedy being an action for damages for breach of contract

Ogden Fossick DeG 420 As to ptovision made in

the agreement for the payment of debt of to one Hoar

who was not party to the agreement or the actionit was very
doubtful if that provision made the property iii appellants hands

security for that debt Appellant who was suing only for his own

personal damages could not rely on any rights of Hoar Moreover
if the agreement and transfer was to secure Hoars account it was for

that purpose fraudulent and void as against respondent Appellant

after the assignment in bankruptcy had no personal right to pos

session either of the realty or chattels Further as to the chattels

there was not such change of possession as defined by the Bills

of Sale Act Alta moreover respondent was protected by the pro
visions of 54 of the Bankruptcy Act

Per Crocket dissenting The agreement was not essentially con
tract for personal services Its terms as well as the whole evidence

as to the acts and conduct of the parties under it indicated rather

that its main purpose was to vest in appellant all the title and in

terest of in the property and to transfer to him the actual

possession and complete control thereof in order that the business

might be placed on profitable basis in the interest and for the benefit

of both parties If appellant was in any sense an agent of

under the agreement it was an agency created to secure some benefit

to him beyond his mere remuneration as agent and therefore an

agency irrevocable until its purposes were fulfilled had no

right to interfere with appellants possession and control until com

pletion of the payments on Hoars account for which appellant was

personally liable and the fulfillment in other respects of the agree

ment Frith Frith supra and Ogden Fossick supra distin

guished nor unless the agreement was impeachable as fraud upon

creditors had respondent any right so to interfere Er parte Holt

hausen In re Soheibler L.R Ch App 722 at 726 The agree

ment was not impeachable under 64 of the Bankruptcy Act as no

intent to hinder delay or defeat creditors or to give preference could

properly be imputed 54 of said Act did not apply

APPEAL by the plaintiff from the judgment of the

Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of Alberta

dismissing his appeal from the judgment of Ewing dis

missing his action for damages for dispossessing him of

certain theatre property The material facts of the case

26 Alta L.R 393 W.W.R 601 D.L.R 97 14

C.B.R 53
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are sufficiently stated in the judgments now reported The 1932

appeal was dismissed with costs Crocket dissenting Dowsis

Barron for the appellant BRITISH

CANADIAN

Biggar K.C and Gordon for the respondent

The judgment of the majority of the court Rinfret

Lamont Smith and Cannon JJ was delivered by

SMITH J.James Booth and Cecil Hughes owned

and were operating motion picture theatre at Macleod

Alberta under the firm name of Booth Hughes

Business became bad and they were running without

making any profit and were unable to pay their debts

They had purchased from the Canadian Orchestraphone

Limited of which the appellant was manager sound

equipment called Talkatone on conditional sale agree

ment which had been assigned to and discounted with one

Hoar on which there was balance unpaid of $970

Under these circumstances they opened negotiations with

the appellant an electrical engineer engaged in the motion

picture business at Calgary and having an interest in

circuit of some thirty theatres giving him as he claims

apart from his personal experience and ability the advant

age of large buying power and facilities for the economi

cal and effective operation of theatres On October 24

1931 the appellant visited Booth and Hughes at their re

quest when they arrived at an agreement which the appel

lant on his return to Calgary reduced to typewriting

dating it 25th October 1931 and sent by letter Exhibit

dated 25th October 1931 to Booth and Hughes request

ing them to sign and return it stating that on receipt of it

he would sign and return to them their copy This letter

has the following paragraph

Referring to subsection of paragraph of the agreement and para

graph you will retain the full amount this letter being your authority

but in accordance with our conversation do not let the fun companies

know of this

The date on the agreement was altered to 4th Novem
ber 1931 and signed by Booth and Hughes and returned

to Dowsley who says he received it on the 2nd November
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1932 The following is the agreement Exhibit

Dowsisy
AGREEMENT

BRiTISB it ttJ.A.B E.J.H

TRUST 4th November

CoMPML THIS AGREEMENT MADE this 25th day of

SmithJ 1931

Between

BOOTH UtJGHES theabre perabors of the Town of Macleod in

the Province of Alberta of the Party of the First Part herein

after called

BOOTH HUGUES
and

DOWSLEY of the City of Calgary in the Province of Alberta

the Party of the Second Part hereinafter called

THE MANAGER

WHEREAS Booth Hughes operating the Empress Theatre in the

Town of Macleod in the Province of Alberta are indebted to Hoar

of the City of Calgary for certain amounts owing on talking picture

equipment which amount is now all in arrears and whereas Booth

Hughes are unable to pay any of this money at the present time and

whereas Booth Hughes are purchasing the said Empress Theatre under

an Agreement of Sale there being considerable balance still owing on said

Agreement of Sale and to avoid being forced out of business by seizure

which might be forced by the said Hoar with the consequent loss

of all money invested to date in the Empress Theatre by Booth Hughes

it is agreed as follows

Booth Hughes hereby assign their complete equity in the said

Empress Theatre Building and Equipment to Dowsley Manager

Party of the Second Part

Date of possession of the said theatre by the manager shall date

from November 4th 1931 at which time the manager shall assume com

plete control

The manager shall not be responsible for any debts contracted by

Booth Hughes nor shall he assume any film contracts made by Booth

Hughes

Upon completion of payments on Hoars account and ful

.fillment of all other terms of this agreement but in no event under three

years the manager then agrees to make new agreement with Booth

Hughes returning to them their equity in the Empress Theatre as trans

ferred to Dowsley the manager by this Agreement

Proceeds from sale of Amusement Tax tickets shall be deposited

daily in separate account In Trust for Amusement Tax Return

Gross receipts from the operation of the theatre exclusive of amuse

ment tax will be deposited daily in trust account to the credit of the

Empress Theatre and withdrawals from this account will be made as

follows

In payment of film express and advertising

In payment of electric service water and heat

Payment of $50 per month to Hoar

Payment of 5% of gross receipts to the manager
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Payment of other expenses such as taxes interest licences 1932

payments on property and equipment and miscellaneous theatre

expense

OWSLEY

Balance divided equally between Booth Hughes and the BRITISH

Manager CANADIAN

Booth Hughes will give their services to the Empress The- TRUST

atre for one year without any additional charge other than amounts
COM.NT

they may receive under subsection of this agreement Smith

This agreement has been made in consideration of the sum of

One Dollar $1.00 in hand paid by each party hereto to the other

party hereto receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged and in con

sideration of the premises and covenants hereinbefore set forth

BOOTH
BOOTH

BOOTH HUGHES
Witness

Cooney
DOWSLEY

DOWSLEY
Cook

As to signature of Dowsley

Before signing and returning this agreement to Dowsley

Booth Hughes on 28th October 1931 executed trans

fer of the theatre property to one Augustus Leather in

which the consideration is stated to be $7582 made up by

the transferee Leather assuming two mortgages on which

there was owing $4576 and $2080 respectively and an

amount of $926 for insurance taxes and other charges as

sumed by the transferee

They also made bill of sale to Leather bearing date

the 31st day of October 1931 of the equipment in the the

atre reciting that all of the lot buildings and equipment

had been sold as going concern by Booth and Hughes to

Leather for $8882 These documents were duly registered

On the 28th day of October 1931 Leather made lease

to Booth and Hughes of the land theatre and equipment

for term of one year and three days from the 28th day of

October 1931 at yearly rental of $1200

The appellant was not informed of this sale to Leather

and lease to Booth and Hughes and therefore did not

realize that the change of date in the agreement from 25th

October 1931 to 4th November made the agreement sub

sequent to these transactions with Leather He therefore

claims that this sale and lease was fraud upon him and

also fraud on creditors He is however not in position
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1932 to ask relief here upon these claims because he has not sued

Dowsngy to set aside the transaction either on his own behalf or on

BRITISH
behalf of creditors and Leather is not party

CARADAN On learning of the transactions with Leather on the 4th

TRUST
COMPANY December 1931 the appellant drew rider to agreement of

4th November Exhibit and had same signed by Booth

and Hughes This rider reads as follows

MACLEOn ALTA December 4th 1931

RIDER TO AGREEMENT DATED NOV 4th 1931 made between

Booth Hughes of Maclead Alta and Dowsley of Cal

gary Alta

Dowsley shall have the right to cancel this agreement at

any time without prior notice and shall be entitled to withdraw

from all active operation or interest in the Empress Theatre and

shall not be liable for any debts from the operation of the said

theatre except for monies received over and above the amount

of expenditures made

Dowsley shall have the right to make arrangements for the

installation of sound-on-film reproducing equipment on rental

basis and it shall be understood that Booth Hughes shall have

no interest in this equipment whatsoever and that it may be

removed at any time without prior notice either by Dows

ley or the Installing Company or by both

All monies expended by Dowsley on account of the opera

tion the Empress Thcstre either in operation repairs or main

tenance over and above the monies received in receipts shall

constitute direct debt on the part of Booth Hughes to

Dowsley

This RIDER shall be read and construed as being part of and

forming part of the above mentioned agreement betweea Booth

Hughes and Dowsley dated Nov 4th 1931

Booth Hughes

Per Booth

Witness

Cooney Macleod

On 22nd December 1931 Booth and Hughes made an

assignment under the Bankruptcy Act to the respondents

On the same day Mr Leather went to the theatre and

took possession of the cash on hand from the cashier Mrs

Cook and gave receipt for it on behalf of one Kirk but

the evidence shows that neither Leather nor Kirk had any

authority to act for the respondents at that time Notice

of their appointment as Custodians was first received from

the Official Receiver on the morning of the 23rd and after

this on the same day Shearer for respondents notified

Kirk to take possession of the property of the assignors on

their behalf which was done
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After the respondents had received notice of their ap-
1932

pointment as Custodians and before telephoning Kirk to Dows
take possession the appellant demanded from them pos-

BRITIsH

session of the property claiming to be entitled to same CANADIAN

under the agreements cited above This was refused and

appellant sues on his own behalf the respondents in their

capacity as legal entity and not as liquidators for dam-

ages caused to him by what he claims to have been wrong

ful dispossession by the respondents

His right to possession if any rests entirely upon the

terms of the written contract as modified by the letter Ex
hibit and the rider Exhibit set out above By these

documents Booth and Hughes purported to assign their

complete equity in the Empress Theatre building and

equipment to the appellant the date of possession being

from 4th November 1931 at which time the manager

appellant is to assume complete control

It is argued on behalf of the appellant that by virtue

of section of the agreement he held the equitable interest

in the theatre assigned to him as security for the payments

to Hoar and fulfilment of all other terms of the agreement

The appellant is suing for his own personal damage and

must base his action on his own personal rights under the

contract He does not by the contract agree to advance

any moneys and if he did advance moneys as he claims

they became as provided by the rider direct debt of

Booth and Hughes to him but there is no provision that

the equitable interest assigned to him is to be held as

security for repayment of such advances

If the appellant as he claims holds the equitable interest

assigned to him as security for any personal interest that

he has under the contract that interest is the five per cent

of gross receipts that he is to receive for his wages as man
ager and which is made the fourth charge on these gross

receipts The first and second charges are for the expenses

of running the theatre for which Booth and Hughes alone

were liable The third charge is for the payment of $50

per month to Hoar the fifth is again for payment of other

expenses connected with the theatre for which Booth and

Hughes alone were liable the sixth is for the balance of

gross receipts all of which by appellants letter Exhibit

were to go to Booth and Hughes
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1932 At most therefore the appellants interest in the equit

Dowsr.zy able interest assigned to him was to hold it as his security

BRmSH
for his wages as manager that is for the five per cent of

CANADIAN gross receipts His contract for services as manager came

to an end with the assignment and as pointed out by Mr
Justice Clarke in his reasons the cases of Stocker Brock

elbank and Frith Frith show that the appel

lant would have no right to retain possession of the prop

erty to enforce contract for personal services He would

be left to his action for damages for breach of the contract

as his only remedy Ogden Fossick

When Mr Justice Clarke remarks that the contract was

simply one of hiring and of service he is no doubt refer

ring to the contract so far as it concerned the appellants

personal interest It is argued however that the contract

amounts to more than mere contract of hiring and ser

vice This argument is grounded on the provision made

for payment of Hoars account The appellant by the con

tract was to be manager in complete control so that he

was to receive and to be accountable for the receipts and

the contract simply provides for the order in which he was

to disburse these receipts It is very doubtful if the pro

vision that in the third place $50 month was to be paid

to Hoar made the property in the appellants hands

security for Hoars debt Hoar is not party to the agree

ment and the appellant is not suing to enforce the security

on Hoars behalf he is suing for his own personal dam

ages and cannot rely on any rights of Hoar who is not

party to the action Moreover if as appellant contends

the agreement and transfer of the property of the bank

rupts was to secure Hoars account the terms of the docu

ment itself show that it was for that purpose fraudulent

and void as against the liquidator

The appellant therefore as has been found by the learned

trial judge and the majority of the judges in the Appellate

Division had no personal right to possession after the as

signment was made

As to the assignment to the appellant of the chattels be

longing to Booth and Hughes the same rule would apply

and in addition it is evident as pointed out by Mr Justice

1851 20 L.J Ch 401 A.C 254

1862 De G.F 426 45 E.R 1249
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Clarke that there was not such change of possession as 1932

is defined by the Bills of Sale Act namely such change of Dows
possession as is open and reasonably sufficient to afford

BRITISH

public notice thereof Again the respondents are protected CANADIAN

by the provisions of sec 54 of the Bankruptcy Act COMY
The appeal is therefore dismissed with costs

CROCKET dissenting.With all deference find my
self unable to agree with the interpretation which the judg

ment appealed from places on the agreement entered into

between the appellant and Booth Hughes viz that it

was essentially contract for personal service In my opin

ion its termsaswell as the whole evidence regarding the

acts and conduct of the parties under itindicate rather

that its main purpose was to vest in Dowsley all Booth

Hughess title and interest in the theatre property and its

equipment and to transfer to him the actual possession and

complete control thereof in order that the business might

be placed on profitable basis in the interest and for the

benefit of both parties No doubt the taking over of pos
session and complete control had the effect of conferring

managerial powers on Dowsley as the learned trial judge

put it but not think as mere agent for Booth

1-lughes with no other interest than the securing of five per

cent of the gross receipts for his wages as manager

Although as pointed out by our brother Smith Dowsley

did not expressly agree by the contract to advance any

moneys it is apparent that it contemplated that substan

tial sums of money should be advanced by him as the evi

dence shews substantial sums were in fact advanced by

him in the few weeks which elapsed between the date of the

agreement and rider and December 23 when the respond

ent company went into possession under the bankruptcy

assignment in addition to the personal responsibility he

assumed for the installation of the new sound-on-film equip
ment and the future supply of films amounting together

to over $4000 It is true that paragraph of the agree

ment of November 4th provided that Dowsley should not

be responsible for any debts contracted by Booth Hughes

nor for any film contracts made by them but it is clear

that the intention was once Dowsley took over the

possession and control he and not they would provide
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1932 the films It is also true that clause of the rider of

Dowsiy December which was executed after Dowsley discovered

BRnIsH
the deception the firm had practised upon him by con-

CANADIAN veying their equity to Leather in all the theatre prop

erty and taking back from the latter lease for one year

CrocketJ
and three days provided that all moneys expended by

Liowsley on account of the operation of the theatre over

and above the moneys received in receipts should consti

tute direct debt on the part of Booth Hughes to him
but it is none the less significant for that reason of the

intention that Dowsley was to make advances of money
for these purposes

These considerations in my opinion in themselves shew

that it was not intended that Dowsley should go into pos
session as mere agent or servant of Booth Hughes

There is no mention in the agreement of Dowsley himself

undertaking to render any personal services any more than

there is of his undertaking to advance any money for oper

ating expenses or to pledge his credit for the supply of

future filmsnothing beyond his description as the man
ager While these words no doubt designate him as

manager of the Empress Theatre they do not necessarily

import that he was to become manager merely as Booth

Hughess servant and agent As matter of fact the

only specific mention of personal services in the agreement

is found in clause of paragraph where Booth Hughes

agree to give their services to the Empress Theatre for

one year without any additional charge other than the

amounts they may receive under clause 6that is from

any balance that might be left after payment of the sums

indicated in clauses and which items cover not

only all operating and miscellaneous expenses and Dows

leys commission but capital payments on property and

equipment and $50 per month on the Hoar lien note

indebtedness of $970 on which Dowsley was personally

liable

Apart from the question however as to whether Dows

ley bound himself by the agreement to advance any

moneys or credits which as have pointed out the evi

dence shews he did in fact do the agreement unquestion

ably did provide for the payment of the Hoar indebtedness

for which he was personally liable and is thus distinguish-
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able from the agreement dealt with in Frith Frith 1932

which is so strongly relied upon by the respondent In addi- DOwSLET

tion to this clause of paragraph of the agreement pro-
BRflISE

vides for the equal division of the net profits after pay- CANADIAN

ment of the sums indicated in clauses to between Booth

Hughes and Dowsley It is true that for some reason CrtJ
or other Dowsley had before the execution of the agree-

ment promised to waive his right under this clause and

to allow Booth Hughes the whole balance on the under

standing that they were not to let the film companies know

The motive for the insertion of the clause in the agreement

is doubtful but it would appear from the terms of the let

ter to be found in the dealings of one or other of the parties

with the film companies The fact remains however that

notwithstanding the statement in the letter both parties

afterwards executed the agreement Whether in the cir

cumstances clause as it appears in the executed agree

ment or the letter fixes the rights of the parties in respect

of the balance referred to the letter clearly demonstrates

not only that there was no thought of Dowsley acting

under the agreement as the mere servant and agent of

Booth Hughes but that he was the dominant authority

who controlled even the terms of the agreement itself

Moreover the agreement must think be interpreted in

the light of the admitted and indisputable fact that Dows

ley was an electrical engineer who had been engaged for

many years in the moving picture business and owned

operated or had an interest in an extensive circuit of moving

picture theatres throughout the provinces of Alberta and

Saskatchewan and that this fact was well known to Booth

Hughes This would itself point to the unlikelihood of

his entering into an agreement to serve Booth Hughess

interest solely for the remuneration providedfive per

cent of the gross proceeds It will be noted in this connec

tion that clause of the rider provided that Dowsley should

have the right to make arrangements for the installation

of sound-on-film reproducing equipment and that Booth

Hughes should have no interest whatsoever in this equip

ment

A.C 254
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1932 In my opinion if Dowsley is to be regarded in any sense

Dowsix as an agent of Booth Hughes under the terms of the

BIsH agreement it was an agency which was created for the

CANADIAN purpose of securing some benefit to him beyond his mere

remuneration as such agent and an agency which was

therefore irrevocable within the meaning of the passage

quoted and approved by Lord Atkinson from Story on

Agency in Frith Frith until its purposes were ful

filled

With regard to the case of Ogden Fossick referred

to in the judgments of both Clarke and Mitchell JJ.A it

is to be observed that in that suit which was one for spe
cific performance the defendant was the party who in the

agreement had both engaged his services and covenanted

to grant the lease of the coal wharf In the case at bar

the agreement itself purported at least to assign Booth

Hughess whole equity to Dowsley who it is claimed was

the party who had covenanted to render the personal ser

vice and he was in actual possession and complete control

of the theatre under the terms of the agreement and

already had as pointed out by McGillivray J.A all that

decree for specific performance could have given him It

is not question of whether he could have succeeded in

maintaining suit against Booth Hughes for specific per
formance of their agreement to give him possession and

control of the theatre had they refused to do so but

question of whether he having gone into possession and

assumed control under the terms of the agreement Booth

Hughes if they had not assigned could have rightly

ejected him failing any breach of the agreement on his

part

If the view have intimated be the correct view of the

agreement Booth Hughes had no right to interfere in

any way with Dowsleys possession and control of the the

atre property until the completion of the agreed payments

on Hoars account and the fulfillment of all other

terms of the agreement at least The question directly

involved here is as to whether the trustee in bankruptcy

had any legal right to oust him of that possession and con

trol As to this the dictum of James L.J in Ex parte

A.C 254 at 259-260 1862 De G.F 426
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Hoithausen In re heibler quoted by McGillivray

J.A enunciates the governing rule of law as follows Dows
If bankrupt or liquidating debtor under circumstances which are

BRITISH

not impeachable under any particular provision connected with his bank- CANADIAN

ruptcy or insolvency enters into contract with respect to his real estate TRUST

for valuable onsideration that contract binds his trustee in bankruptcy
CoMPANY

as much as it binds himself Crocketj

So that unless the agreement here in question is impeach

able as fraud upon Booth Hughess creditors the re-

spondent company as custodian in bankruptcy would have

no more right to interfere with Dowsleys possession and

control of the theatre than Booth Hughes themselves

would have

Regarding the contention that the agreement was fraudu

lent and void under the Statute 13 Elizabeth and sec 64 of

the Bankruptcy Act whatever may be said of the convey

ances which were arranged between Booth Hughes and

Leather behind Dowsleys back before the execution of the

Booth Hughes-Dowsley agreement am of opinion that

no intent to hinder delay or defeat other creditors can

properly be imputed to the latter nor any intent to give

Hoar an undue preference over other creditors Unlike the

conveyances to Leather which made no provision for any

other creditor than Leather himself the whole scheme of the

Dowsley agreement was to place the EmpressTheatre busi

ness on paying basis so that the debts of Booth Hughes

might be paid not Hoars alone as contended but pay
ments made as well on property and equipment The pre

amble of the agreement itself which it is said indicates the

purpose only to give Hoar preference mentions as well

the balance owing on the agreement of sale of the theatre

itself

In any event before this or any court would be

justified in holding the agreement fraudulent under the

provisions of sec 64 of the Bankruptcy Act it must be

satisfied that it was made with view of giving such

creditor Hoar preference over the other creditors of

Booth Hughes For the reasons already indicated do

not think that any such finding is warranted The pro

vision that $50 month was to be applied out of the re

ceipts on account of the Hoar note secured as it was by

1874 L.R Ch App 722 at 726
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1932 right of seizure whereby Hoar could force the firm out of

DOWSLEY business at any moment was clearly one which gave Hoar

BRITISH
no advantage over his existing security

CANADIAN Section 54 of the Bankruptcy Act has no application
TRUST

COMPANY think to case of this kind where the debtor had wholly

CrocketJ
divested himself of his equity and possession and control

of the property involved

For all these reasons some of which have been discussed

more fully by McGillivray J.A in his dissenting judgment

have come to the same conclusion as he upon the whole

case and would therefore allow the appeal with costs set

aside the judgment with costs and refer the action back to

the trial judge to assess damages with or without further

evidence as he may decide

Appeal dismied with costs

Solicitor for the appellant Barron

Solicitors for the respondent Hogg Menzie


